
PROBLEM
MPR Supply needed assistance with its dimly-lit warehouse. The 

combination of fluorescent and incandescent bulbs used in the space 

were inefficient and ineffective. Certain areas of the warehouse were so 

poorly lit, employees needed flashlights to complete their jobs. As a major 

supplier of landscaping materials, MPR Supply's leadership knew that a 

significant improvement was needed to optimize their daily operations.

SOLUTION
STL LED created a custom retro-fit approach that allowed MPR Supply 

to increase the light in areas where it was needed while maintaining light 

levels in areas where additional light was not necessary. To accomplish 

this goal, the STL LED team conducted a thorough analysis of the space, 

collaborated with MPR Supply leadership to determine how better light 

supported their business goals, and customized the amount of light that 

each retrofit emitted. This strategy allowed MPR Supply to improve the 

quality of the light necessary to complete its business objectives without 

overpaying for superfluous light in underutilized areas. Without 

replacing a single fixture, MPR Supply received the lighting needed for 

its warehouse for the best possible price.

RESULT
With the help of STL LED, MPR Supply lowered its monthly utility bill, 

improved the productivity of its employees, and showcased its 

impressive warehouse. As STL LED is an Ameren Trade Ally Parter, MPR 

Supply further increased its ROI by taking advantage of premium access 

to Ameren Cash Incentives. Employees no longer need flashlights to 

complete their jobs and the executive team couldn't be happier with the 

effect it's had on their bottom line.
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ABOUT US
We assess your current 

lighting situation to show 

you how it can be 

improved. We’re experts 

at evaluating a given 

space, from large 

manufacturing plants to 

office buildings, providing 

recommendations that 

will work best for your 

goals and budget.

my employees no longer 

struggle with the lighting 

quality in our warehouse. 

They no longer complain 

about the lighting, and I 

no longer worry about the 

effects it had on their 

well-being and 

productivity. The 

difference is night and 

day, and everyone is back 

to focusing on their daily 

operations.” 

– Mike Hartman, Owner,
MPR Supply
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